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Filter models with polymorphic

types, Theoretical

Computer

Using ideas and results from Barendrecht
et al. (1983) and Coppo et al. (1984) on intersection
types, a comparable
theory is developed for (second order) polymorphic
types. The set of filters
constructed
with polymorphic
type forms, with inclusion,
a continuous
lattice which yields a
model of what we call Pn-expansion
(i.e. the value of a term increases under pn-reduction),
but
not of p-conversion.
Combining
intersection
with polymorphic
types does give filter h-models,
but the two standard ways of interpreting
A-terms do not coincide.

Introduction
With the intersection
types, introduced
in [4], a kind of polymorphism
can be
achieved: if a A-term M has type u A 7, then M has type c and 7, too. In [2] the
A-model 9 is constructed
from filters of intersection
types. The interpretation
of a
term is defined directlyin the style of [II] - as the filter of types derivable for
that term. In [3] the approach is more semantical in the sense that functions F and
G (for application
and abstraction,
see [l, 5.41) are defined and used to interpret
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A-terms. It is proved that also in this way the interpretation
of types derivable for that term.
In the same way as (second-order)
universal quantification
be seen as a generalisation
of conjunction,
[7,14,15],
can be viewed as a generalisation
of A. Indeed,

that

of filter A-models

types. The filter domain constructed
this way (Sections
to a h-model because it is not algebraic, but we obtain
the value of a term
knowledge - of an
and weak reduction
In this approach

over propositions

can

the usual form of polymorphism,
see
of the intersection,
by taking V instead

if M has type VLXU this implies

types r.
In this note we extend the notion

of a term is the filter

increases under reduction.
expansion
model has been
as Fool’s model.
our addition of intersection

M has type (T[CZ:= r] for all
to the setting of polymorphic
2 and 3) does not give rise
an expansion A-model since

A first exampleto the authors’
described in [13] for combinators
types in Sections

4 and 5, results

quite natural. With a construction
similar to the one of the domain of polymorphic
filters, a model of /?-conversion
is obtained.
Nevertheless
it is worthwhile to note
that in this context the two different approaches
to term interpretation
in filter
A-models, outlined above for the intersection,
do not coincide.
Finally we would like to remark that familiarity with [2] and [3] may be beneficial
in understanding
this note.

1. Models of reduction, expansion and conversion
Let Ju be a structure in which A-terms can be interpreted;
J4 is supposed to
contain an ordering s. We intuitively take it that
l Jtl is a model of P-expansion
iff M+,
Nj.4
i=M s N
l JI%is a model of P-reduction
iff M+,
N+.h! k M 2 N
l hl is a model of p-conversion
iff M =P N=+.h k M = N.
A model of pq-expansion
(resp. reduction or conversion)
is defined analogously.
We choose the names expansion
and reduction because term models of expansion
(with objects [Ml’=
(with objects [Ml’= {NE ill N+,
M}) and of reduction
N})
are
natural
examples.
The
ordering
here
is
inclusion.
{NEA~M+>,
Let D be a cpo with ordering < and [D + D] its set of Scott continuous
functions.
Assume that there are continuous
functions
F : D -+ [D + D] and G : [D + D] + D.
We often write x. y for F(x)(y).
Now A-terms can be interpreted
in the standard
way, i.e. for a valuation function p from variables to D put

UMNll, = F(UMD,)(UNb)
[Ax.Mj,,

= G(/;~xE D.[Mn,,,,=,,).

Filter models with polymorphic types

Lemma
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
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1.1. A structure 4 = (0, F, G), as described above is a model of
if F 0 G d id and of /3v-expansion if moreover G 0 F < id;
P-reduction if F 0 G 3 id and of pv-reduction
if moreover G 0 F 3 id;
p-conversion if F 0 G = id and of Pyconversion
if moreover G 0 F = id.

P-expansion

In [S, l.lS(iii)],

Pn-expansion

mentioned

for a term

that

models

of the form (0, F, G) are considered.

M, the set {[Nj,

1M +@,, N}

Church-Rosser
property) and that it consequently
interesting
in case M is not strongly normalizing.

is directed

has a supremum.

It is

(due to the
This might be

Remark 1.2. We still consider A = (0, F, G).
(i) If F 0 G = id, A! is usually called rejZexive; if moreover G 0 F 2 id, then A%is
called additive; coadditive if G 0 F < id and extensional if G 0 F = id, Examples of
additive models are P, (due to Scott and Plotkin) and DA (Engeler), see e.g. [l].
The intersection
filter model 9 from [2] (see also [3]) is coadditive
and the
well-known
D,-models
due to Scott, see e.g. [l] again, are extensional.
(ii) If .A is reflexive, then
JX~ 1<1

e

Go Fsid

(e

Jzz is coadditive)

JZk
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e

Go Faid

(e

.& is additive)

Al=

l=Z

e

GoF=id

(G

A isextensional)

where 1 = hxy.xy and I = hx.x. The relation between these terms in the model gives
information
about the values of terms whose Bijhm trees are n-expansions
of each
other, see [ 11. One may further notice that for f E [D + D] the element G(f) is the
minimal representation
off if .A! is coadditive
and it is the maximal one if A is
additive.

2. Expansion

models of filters with polymorphic

types

Definition 2.1. The set of types TV is as in the second

order polymorphic

except that a type constant w is added. Var is some infinite
TV is defined as the smallest set satisfying
{w}uVarc
U,TE

A-calculus,

set of type variables.

TV

TV =3 (u-+T)E

TV

CYE Var, u E TV =3 (VLXU) E TV.

the following notational
convention:
CY,p, y, . . . denote type variables
denote
types
in
general
(i.e.
are meta type variables). Outerand q, r, A u, A +4 . . ,
most parentheses
are omitted and u, + u2 + . . . + CT,is written for
We adopt

B. Jacobs et al
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and if Cr= (Y,, . . . , cy, (m 2 0) then VC?.(Tmeans
VCx,.(Va,.(* * . (Va,.cT) . . .)).
FV(a)

is the set of free variables

syntactical

equality.

in o; (T is closed if FV(a)

Types which differ only in the names

= 0. The sign = denotes
of their bound

variables

are identified. (~[cx := T] denotes the substitution
of r for free occurrences
of LYin
u, where we assume that no variable free in r becomes bound in a[ (Y:= r] (in order
to avoid such a clash of variables,
used as a shorthand

for a[a,

renaming

may be necessary).

:= r,] . . . [a, := ~~1. If (YEYFV(p),

a[6 := 71 will be
one has

(T[(Y:= r][P := /A] = a[/3 := jA][(Y := r[p := /A]].
Definition

2.2. (i) Let s be a type inclusion

relation

on Tv that satisfies the following

conditions.

Va.a
u

s

a[ a

:=

T]

=sva.u

Va.(u+~)~u+(Vcx.r)

if (YE FV(u)
if a.@FV(u)

We write U=T

iff us7
& 76~7.
S) is called a polymorphic type structure or simply a V-type structure.
(ii) Yv=(Tv,
Note that c is a parameter in such a structure.
a closure (T of u as
(iii) For types u with FV(u) c {a,, . . , a,} we introduce
Va, . . . LY,.u.
Remark

2.3. (i) In a V-type structure

the following

relations

between

types can be

easily derived.
(so 4 is a preorder

u=u
u+w=w
Va.a

c

u

vap.u = vpa.u
va.(u+7)=u“(vcl.T)

if (Y.@FV(u)

Vcy.(U~7)~(V’(y.U)~(tI(Y.7)
Va. u s V@.u[ cu:= 71

if pG FV(tl&.u).

relation

on TV)

Filter

models with polymorphic

These last two results are used in [14] to define
they are equivalent
with the last three conditions
(ii) By (i), closures
Definition

are equal modulo
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a type inclusion
relation.
of Definition 2.2(i).

=, so we speak of the closure

In fact

(T of CT.

2.4. (i) d c TV is a V-jilter in .Yv ifi
wEd;
crEd

+

Vu.uEd;

(ii) 9v = {d L TV 1d is a V-filter in Yv}.
(iii) For AG TV we take tA=n
{d E ~,,(AG
for (TE TV we write tu for t{~}.
is defined as
(iv) For d, e E Yv, application

Lemma

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

generated

by A;

TV/3 uEe.a+TEd}

d*e={TE

A number

d} as the V-jfter

of properties

of V-filters

can now be established.

2.5. In ( sv, G) the following holds (for de$nitions see [ 1, 1.21).
tw and TV = TVa.cr are the least and greatest elements.
For XL &, , sup X exists and equals UX. Hence (9,, , c ) is a complete
lattice.
d = sup{Tul Tut d}. H ence (9v, C) is a continuous

lattice.

V-jilters of the form tu are compact.
ForAcT,

withA#flonehasuETA@S3TEA

36.

u~V&.~.(ifA=@

then

TA=Tw).

(vi) Tu={~E
Proof.

(iii)

Tv17>u}.

(i) and (ii) Easy.
(s) ~~d~~~~d~~~cU{~u~~u~d}=sup{~u~~ucd},

sup{TulTucd}+3

Tucd.

(iv) Let Tucsup

TE TUJTE

X, for some directed

by

(ii).

(2)

ATE

d.

set X G Sv;

then u E tu c UX

and thus

UE d for a V-filter d E X. So Tu~d and hence ?a is compact.
(v) (=+) By using the last result of Remark 2.3(i) it is easy to prove that
(u(3~A3cLu
2 VC?.T} is a V-filter that contains A, so it contains ?A. (C=) Obvious
by the V-filter definition.
(vi) By (v).

0

Note that from (iii) and (iv) we cannot conclude that (S,,, G) is an algebraic lattice
since we did not prove that the set {?a1 Tus d} IS
’ d’rrected (and thus that all compact
elements are of the form tu). Remark 3.6 elaborates on this point.
Lemma

2.6. (i) d, eE %v+d.ee9v.
(ii) Application is continuous.
(iii) TEd.Tueu+TTd,
for dEsv.

3. Jacobs et al.
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Proof. (i) We check the condition r E d -e j VCI.QE d - e from Definition 2.4(i); the
others are trivial. So let u E e be such that CT-+TE d. Then (Vcr.cr)+ (Vcr.~) 2
Vcu. (f~ + T) E d, by Remark

2.3(i). Because Vfu.cr E e we can conclude

that Va.;_ E d. e.

(ii) As usual.
(iii) (~)1~d~~u~3~~~lrsuchthat~~rrd;byLemma2.5(vi)(~)~~~~d.
(c=) Obvious,

since a E ?a.

El

Definition 2.7. For the interpretation
of A-terms, functions
F: 9$+ [sv+ %I and
G:[$v+&]+&
are defined by F(d)=Ae.d-e
and G(f)=~{~r+71r~f(~(~)}.
It is easy to see that F and G are continuous
functions.
The fact that in the
definition
of G the closure of a is taken comes from Lemma 2.6(iii). We can
immediately
notice that G 0 F 6 id since, by Lemma 2.6(iii) one has T E.d - ?a =-+F-+
TEd. Hence (GoF)(d)=~{rr37/T~d.~a)~d.
The balance property to be defined next, can be understood
as some kind of
reversal of the clause pi s u’ & r= T' =+ I++ TS CF'--,T', from Definition 2.2(i). Balanced polymorphic
type structures are of importance
due to the subsequent
result
(Theorem 2.9).
Definition 2.8. We call Yv a balanced polymorphic
Tv and all closed p E Tv one has

type structure

iff for all cr, T,

Theorem 2.9. (i) Fv is a balanced V-type structuree
F 0 G +z id.
(ii) .Y,+ is a balanced V-type stmcture + (K,, F, G) is a &expansion

o E

model.

Proof. (i)(+)
Suppose TE (F 0 G)(f)(d)
= G(f) - d; if T = w it is obvious that
r.Ef(d),soassume
T#Q.
FindarEd
witha+~f
G(f)=~{~+u(u~f(~~)}.Then
CT-+ T 2 VE.(p + u) for some p, u with u Ef(T@) by Lemma 2.5(v) and so fl-+ 7 2 p +
Vc%v. Hence by the balance property we have qs p and r~=V&v = _o. But then
PLED and thus v~f(Tp)cf(d).
So ?-TEf(d), too. (4) Suppose p-tuScr+~
and
7 f w, for p closed. The (continuous)
step function frGrI, is defined as usual by
fr,i,J(d) =if Tpc-d then tt~ else tw. Since t~=f~+~~(?pLL), one has ,u --, u E G(frfiTU),
because p is closed. Now CT++r> p + u implies that (r+ T E t(p -+ u) z G(.frPrU);
so 7~ GCf+,TU) +~~c_f~,~~~(ta), since F 0 G s id, and thus r E if Tp~cTcr then tu else
tw. Because T#W we must have r~ fv and T~_LLE
to. This gives r>:_u and p z= cr.
(ii) Obvious from (i) and the fact that G 0 F’s id. Cl
In a /3q-expansion
model the value of a term increases under pr)-reduction.
In
order to find a set of terms for which the interpretation
remains invariant under
p-conversion,
the following terminology
is useful.

Filter

models with polymorphic
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Definition 2.10. (i) Let D be a complete lattice. A function f E [D + D] is distributive
if for all nonempty
(and not just for the directed) sets X G D one has f(sup X) =
sup f(X).
(ii) A A-term

M is simple if all bound

Lemma 2.11. (i) The functions
(ii)

Ifthe variable x

variables

occur at most once.

F and G from Definition

2.7 are distributive.

does not occur in M or only once,

then Ad. [MJj,c.y:=d, is

distributive.

(iii)
(iv)

fff E [.Fv+Sv] is distributive, then (F 0 G)(f)
If M is simple and M +>B N then N is simple.

Proof. Easy.

s$

q

Proposition 2.12. Let Y,, be a balanced polymorphic
term. Then M +>p N=+[ Ml,, = [ Nl,

type structure and M be a simple

in sV.

Hence s,, is a model of the linear A-calculus, see [lo]. Our set of types TV however
contains the constant o which is not the case there.
As mentioned
in Definition 2.2(ii), V-type structures (TV, C) contain the relation
d as a parameter.
We now consider a particular choice, co, which is the smallest
relation which satisfies the conditions
from Definition
2.2(i) and which yields a
balanced V-type structure.
In the following lemma some useful properties of the relation 6,, are presented.
Proof by induction
on the definition can be used because so is minimal.
Lemma 2.13. (i) Substitution
u S” 7 =3 a@

moreover
(ii)

in (TV, so)

the same under substitution.

@ r=~~w.

(iii)

VC?.(~-+~)~~.$&~#~W

(iv)

V(Y.(~~0)doVp.(a~7)&~#“~
j

i.e.

:= /_L]$0 T[P := /Au];

the length of the proof remains

u+r=“w

is monotonic,

*

[-Vp.((~+r).

a<,E*.[y:=&%V&J~“T,

for some type variables

7, 8 and types .$

Proof. (i) and (iii) By induction
on the definition
(ii) Similar to [2,2.4(i)].
(iv) By induction
on the definition of 6,.
0
Theorem 2.14. (.@, F, G) is a &-expansion

of co.

model.

Proof. By Lemma 2.13(iv), (TV, so) is balanced,

hence Theorem

2.9(ii) applies.

0
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3. Type assignment
Definition

3.1. (i) A sfatement

is an expression

of the form

subject) is a h-term and (T (the predicate) is an element
of statements
with only variables as subjects. A basis
predicates

are closed;

to emphasize

(ii) The type assignment
the following

natural

induced

deduction

M:u

where

M (the

from TV. A basis is a set
is called closed if all its

that, we often write B in such cases.
by the V-type structure

(TV, <,J is defined

by

rules.

[x:c]
M:T

(+I)
(VI)

hx.M:

(T+ i-

(+E)

M:(T+?-

N:u

MN:r
(u)

M:a

M: Vn.u

z

The rules (+I) and (VI) are restricted in the following sense. In (+ I) the term
variable x may not be free in assumptions
on which M: T depends other than x:u
and in (VI) the type variable (Y may not be free in any statement assumption
on
which M: u depends.
(iii) B F M:u means that the statement M:u is derivable from the basis B in this
type assignment system. 9 : B k M: CTexpresses that 9 is a deduction that establishes
B t- M:u.

The next two lemmas are devoted to technical properties of the deduction relation
that has just been defined. The approach is a combination
of [2,2.7,2.8)
and [6, A2].
We write B\x = {y: u E B 1y + x}. A derivation
9 : B k M:u uses only a finite part
of the basis B; this part is sometimes called the relevant part ofB with respect to 9.
Lemma
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

3.2. (i) B\xu{x:u}~x:~~
B t M:u

3

B~MN:~+~uET,.
Zffor all a,

TS~U.

B[a := 71 t M:u[a
TE

:= ~1.

B~M:u+T&BFN:u.
T,,. [B\xu{x:u}

/_LE TV. [B t hx.M:p+B

F M:T=+B\xu{x:u}

i- N:T],

then for all

t hx.N:/_~].

(v) 9:Bkh~.M:~&~#~w+~iisoftheform

VP.

(U+T).

withpnotoccurring

in the relevant part of B w. r. t. 9.

Proof. By induction
on the length of the derivations.
(i) The only rules that can be applied are (S J, (w) and (VI); for (VI) the type
variable involved cannot occur in the basis and so especially not in u.
(ii) Use Lemma 2.13(i) for the rule (G(,); for (VI) a change of bound variables
might be needed.
(iii) For (VI) use VCY.(u+ T) 4, (Va.u)+
(VCLT), from Remark 2.3(i).

Filter models with polymorphic
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(iv) In case the last step was (+I), the result follows from the assumption.
(v) In case of (<J use Lemma 2.13(iii) and possibly a change of bound variables
(which can be done because the relevant part of the basis with respect to the
deduction

is finite).

0

Lemma 3.3. (i) Zf9:B\xu{x:p}~

M:v

and VE.(~+V)+,V~.((T+T)

with (Y

not free in the relevant part of B\x w.r.t. 9, then B\x u {~:a} k M:r.
(ii) B\xu{x:a}~
(iii)

M:T~B\x+Ax.M:cT+T.

BE Ax.Mx:[+B

t M:& if x& FV(M).

(iv) B~Ax.M:~~B~Ay.M[x:=y]:~,

ify&FV(M).

Proof. (i) By induction
on the definition
of so. In the transitivity
case one needs
Lemma 2.13(iii) and possibly a change of bound variables.
The condition
that
the 6 do not occur in the relevant part of B\x w.r.t. 9 is needed in the cases
Va.(/J + 0) S” /_l+(tla.v),
if a&FV(p),
and tla.(p+v)
~,,~[(~:=~]+v[a:=~];
in the latter case one also needs Lemma 3.2(ii).
(ii) (+) By (+I). (C=) We may assume 7 if0 w. Find the statement Ax.M: p + v
in the derivation
9 of B\x t Ax.M: CT+ T on which CT+ r depends and which is
conclusion
of (+I). Then u + r 2” V&. (p + v) with (Y not in the relevant part of B
w.r.t. 9, because the only rules we can use to derive Ax.M: (T+ T from hx.M: p + v,
are (VI) and (so). Since B\xu{x:p}
+ M:v, then B\XU{X:CT} E M:T by (i).
(iii) Easy using (ii), Lemma 3.2(iii), Lemma 3.2(v) and the fact that x& FV(M).
(iv) First one proves B\x u {X:(T) t M:TJB\x
u {y:~} E M[x := y]:~, by induction on the length of the derivation.
Using this in case of (+I), the result follows
easily.
0
Since a A-term is interpreted
as a set of types in the expansion
A-model (pv, F, G)
one might find a more syntactical
characterization
of the value of such a term.
Definition 3.4. (i) Let p be a valuation

in 9;;

B, = {x:a 1CTE p(x)}.

(ii) A deduction
9 is said to be closed if for all cancelled premises x:o that
occur in 9, CTis closed. B I+ M:T denotes that there is a closed deduction
9 with
9 : B t- M:T.
Whenever
the statement
Ax.M: (T+ T occurs as conclusion
of (+I) in a closed
deduction
it is required that ~7 is closed, since it occurs in a cancelled premise.
Hence IF Ax.x:‘da.(cu + a) but we do have 1kAx.x: (Va.c~) + (Vo.a). In the proof of
the next proposition
the use of closed deductions
will be related to the closure of
u in the definition of G from 2.7.
Proposition 3.5. In (St,
[MJ,

F, G) one has

={CTE T,I&

It M:(T).

B. Jacobs et al.
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Proof.

reason

First of all, we have to notice that {rr E TV 1BP IF M:u}
the basis B, needs to be closed).

is a V-filter (for this

on the structure of M; the only interesting
case is M = Ax.P.
IF P:u, by the induction
hypothesis on P
“E uP%p(r:=f~)jB,,(~.=fCI)
*B,\xu{x:~~~E~~}ltP:u
* B,\x u {x:4,,
. . . , x:4,,} It- P:v, for some 4, a0 p,. . . , qbnSo p
(c)

By induction

=+JB,\x u {x:/1} IF P: U, by some closed
one by adding
is needed.

the rule (6”)

deduction-obtained

on top when an assumption

from the previous
of the form x:+~

* B,\x IF Ax.P:p + u, since p is closed
*B,
IF Ax.P:p G v.
Hence {~~u~uE~P]~~~~~~~~}~{(T~~~~~~x.P:(T}.
So we are done.
(2) By induction on closed deductions;
the only interesting case is when the last
applied rule is (+I). Suppose B, IF hx.P: p + v is obtained by a closed deduction
9 with (+I) as last step; then one has FV(p) = @and 9’: B,, u {x:~} IF P:u where
9’ followed by (+I) is 9. Thus 9’ is a closed deduction of BpCxXCTI*)
IF P:u and so
IJ E [P~,,Cx:=tFl by the induction
hypothesis
applied to 9’. Hence p + u E [Ax.P],
because /r is closed. 0
Remark 3.6. Given the connection
between the interpretation
of a A-term and the
types derivable for that term, one can understand
why we could not prove that St
is a model of p-conversion.
Since if it were so, type assignment
would be closed
under P-equality, i.e. B k M:u & M =cc N+LJ t N:(T (or with IF). We take a closer
look.
The implication
t(Ax.M)N:-r=++
M[x:=
N]: 7, known as the subject reduction
theorem, holds for most type assignment
systems. The reverse implication,
which
involves the expansion,
is more complicated.
In general, there are two different
problems involved.
(1) x does not occur in M and N is an untypeable
term. This problem does not
arise in the present situation, since we can always assign w to N.

(2) x occurs more than once in M and in the deduction of k M[x := N]: T different
types are assigned to N.
For the sake of simplicity, suppose x occurs twice in M and types u, and (TVare
assigned to N. In general formulation,
the difficulty is solved when one can find a
type u that can be assigned to N with us CT,and us uz.
An important
observation
is that this is essentially the same problem as that of
the directedness
of the set {tul (TE d}. (Given a,, (T*E d, find a FE d with T(T,,
TqzzTu, i.e. ~<a, and (I<-_~. ) And if the set {tul p E d} is directed, then we have
that @v is algebraic and also that F 0 G = id.
It is not clear how to solve this difficulty for polymorphic
type structures. E.g.
both (VCLLY)+ (V(Y.CX)and (VCX.(a + cy)) + (VCX.(cy + a)) are types for Ax.xx, but
there seems to be no type for Ax.xx below both of them. If x occurs in a term at
most once, this difficulty does not arise; in fact for linear A-terms one obtains
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A-models. (Proposition
2.12 can also be proved using Proposition
3.5.). The easiest
way to overcome this difficulty in case of multiple variable occurrences
is to add
intersection
types. Then we simply have u, A (TUG CT,and (T, A CT*s oz. By a construction similar

to the one of Section

4. Conversion
Definition

models

2, a model

of p-conversion

of filters with polymorphic

4.1. (i) The set of types

is obtained.

and intersection

TV, is formed

types

as TV, except that the following

formation rule, a, 7 E T,,J(u
A 7) E TV,, is added.
(ii) A type inclusion
relation < on TV, is defined as the ordering
besides the conditions
of Definition 2.2(i), also following:

Again we write u=r
ifi us7&rsu.
S)
is called a polymorphic
(iii) .YVh = (TV,,
V A -type structure.
Note

that V and

V~~.(U[CY:=

?]A

intersection

A are interchangeable
in the following
S]), with y and 6 fresh.

satisfying,

type structure or simply

way:

(Va.u)

A (Vp.7)

a

=

T[P:=

Definition

4.2. (i) A VA -jilter d in .YVA is defined
Definition 2.4(i) the following:
CT,r E d JU A T E d.
(ii) 9V, = {d c T,,, 1d is a VA -filter in TV,}.
?A and tu are used as before

by adding

to the clauses

of

(but are V A -filters in this context).

Lemma

4.3. In ( SVn, G ) the following holds.
(i) ForX s St/, , sup Xexists and equals ?U X. IfX is directed then sup X = U X.
(ii) For a VA -jilter d, the set {tultucd}
is directed and has supremum d.
(iii) {ACTu E TV,} is the set of compact elements. Hence (Sv,,
L ) is an algebraic
complete

(iv)

For AL
UETA

(v) TU={TE

(vi) sup{?u,,

lattice.
TV, with A # 0 one has:
@

3r,...

T,,EA~~~.U~~~~.(T,A...A~~).

TvI, [G(T).

tuzz> = t (fl, A uz).
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Proof. (i) Obvious.
(ii) Note that TV,, tu2c

T(g, A c2). The rest is as in Lemma

2.5(iii).

(iii) We only show that compact elements are of the form ?a. Let d be a compact.
By (ii) one has d = sup{~(~l/r(~~d}.
H ence d G ACTfor a Tag d. Thus d = ?a.
(iv) As for Lemma 2.5(v) using the fact that V and A are interchangeable.
(v) BY (iv).
(vi) First T(g, A (TV)is a majorant:

?a,, ?a* c t (a, A oz), moreover

one, since ~a,,~~*zdd~‘~,,u~~d~a,~u~~d~~(u,~u,)~d.

it is the smallest
0

F and G from Definition
2.4(iv) and
The application
in K,, and the functions
Definition 2.7 are taken over. It is easy to see that they are well defined and continuous
also in this context and that G 0 F < id in 9v,. Moreover it is easy to prove that
the following holds in any V A -type structure.

Lemma4.4.
Proof.
a u~d

FoGzid

in [9V,+9Vn].

Let TEf(d)=U{f(T
and thus (T+~E

u )I u E d}, by Lemma

G(f).

Hence TE G(f)

4.3(i) and (ii). Then T of

for

* d =(Go

0

*dung

F)(f)(d).

The definition of the balance property has to be adapted, though. In its new form
it is almost the same as the condition (C3) of [3, definition 2.121. In fact Theorem 4.6
is very similar

to Lemma 2.13(iii)

there.

Definition 4.5. We call Yv* a balanced V
U+T>(~,‘U,)A...

US/~,

A&,+0,)

pi

A

-type structure
&

7fW

iff for closed pi (1 G i c n):

=+’

and ~~~~~~forsomenonemptyZE{1,...,n}.

Theorem 4.6. (i) FV,, is a balanced type structure @ F 0 G 4 id.
(ii) TV, is a balanced type structure + ( 9V,, F, G) is a coadditive reflexive A-model.
Proof. (i)(+)
Suppose TE (F 0 G)(f)(d)
= G(f) - d; if T= w it is obvious that
~~f(d).soassume
T#
w. FindauE
d withu+~E
G(f)=T{p+
olu~f(~~)}.Then
u+ T~VLY. (Aisn Z_L,
+ ui) for some pi, u, with ui ~f(Tp~) by Lemma 4.3(iv) and so
u+ ~3 Ais,, pi + i&u,.
Hence by the balance property we have q C A, /-Li and
n}. But then for i E I, p, E d and thus
~>/\,~,_u,,
for some nonempty
ZC{l,...,
IJi Ef(Tpi) cf(d).
Thus TEf(d).
tOO.
< u + 7 and T # w. for I_L,closed. Take
(+) Suppose (LL,+U,)A...A(P~+U,)
Il~i~n}.
Then
f(d)=sup{~u,~l~i~n&~i~d}=~(~,ui),
with
f = SUP{fyAA,tug
Z = (1 s i s n 1pi E d}, by Lemma 4.3(vi). Since for 1s i < n one has ui E f (Tpi) with
Z_Q closed, it is clear that Z.L~-+
u, E G(f).
Thus r\,-_,_ ,, (pi+ ui) E G(f)
and
t(/jlsis,,(~z+~5))sG(f).
Now define
Z={~S~S~~(TS/-L,};
we shall prove
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I#0

and

/j\I_uisr.

By

assumption

u+r~l\,~,~,,

SO

(pi+ui),

G(f). Hence TE G(f).~(~=F(GCf))(~a)~f(~a)=if
then tw else t(/\,pi).
But T/O, SO I#0
and rET(A\I_Ui), i.e. ra/j\gi.
(ii) Obvious from (i) and Lemma 4.4. 0

t (/jLlisn

(pi+ui))G

Definition

4.7. (i) The type inclusion

that satisfies the conditions

relation

from Definition

so

is defined

as the smallest

U+TE

I=0

relation

4.l(ii).

(ii) PvA is the set of filters in (TV,, so).
In the following lemma some useful properties of the relation <“, similar to those
of Lemma 2.13 are presented. We use the following ad hoc notation:
CTA* r stands
for VC?. ((VP.,) A (V7.r)) for some ~7,p, 7; the variables occurring in ~7,/? and 7
are called hidden variables in CTA* r.
Lemma

4.8. (i) Substitution

proof remains

c O) is monotonic;

in (TV,,

(ii) ~+r=~w@r=~w.
(iii) AT (pi + ui) so 5 & 5 #o w*t=
4.9. (TV,, So) is a balanced

Lemma
Proof.

The lemma follows
induction
on the definition
If

moreover

the length of the

the same under substitution.

A; (Uj+ Tj).

VA -type structure.

from the following
of 6,.

statement,

which can be proved

by

(A:: (p, + u,) A* (A$ x,) A* WA* . . .A* OJ
~o(AJ*(u,~~j)~*(AT,Gj,)A*~A*...A*~

and rk ZOw, for all kc J
then

uk co A\H A[&

:= &] and

for some nonempty
Theorem

4.10.

(pvA,

AH vk%,. b, 60

H c I.

F, G) is a coadditive

Tk

0

h-model,

In the rest of this section we shall compare the domain @v, with the intersection
domain
9 from [2]. It will turn out that these domains
are not isomorphic
as
complete lattices. First, we shall be more precise about isomorphism
between lattices.
Definition

4.11 (Sanchis
[ 16, Definition 0.31). Two complete lattices (A, sa) and
s
R)
are
isomorphic
if
there
are monotonic
functions v : A + B and w : B + A such
(B,
that vow=idLl
and wov=idA.
Lemma 4.12.

Let the complete lattices (A, sA) and (B, s s) be isomorphic via v, w; then
(i) v and w are continuous;
(ii) x E A is compact w v(x) E B is compact and x E B is compact e w(x) E A is
compact.
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Proof.

We only give the proofs for v; by symmetry they hold for w as well.
(i) Let X G A be directed, then v is continuous
if v(sup X) =B sup u(X). Well,
U(X) sB v(sup X) for x E X and so sup u(X) sR u(sup X). By the same reasoning

applied

to w and

v(X)

one has sup X sA w(sup v(X)).

Combining

these yields

sup u(X) GB v(sup X) SB v(w(sup V(X))) =B sup v(X).
(ii) Let x E A be compact
and X c B be directed,
then v(x) sB sup X +
by (i) + 3y~
x =A w(v(x)) 4,J w(sup X) =,_, sup w(X), since w is continuous
w(X).x

sAy,

since x is compact

and w(X)

is directed

3

Elz~X.u(x)

sBz,

take

z = V(V).
Thus v(x) E B is compact. Of course we can show in the same way that x E B is
compact + w(x) E A is compact. Hence v(x) E B is compact + x =A w(v(x)) E A
is compact.
Theorem

0

4.13.

(p ,,n, G) and (9,

G) are not isomorphic

as complete lattices.

Proof.

Suppose towards a contradiction
that there are monotonic
v : pv, + 9, and
W:9+2d~,
with v 0 w = id and w 0 v = id. Let T, be the set of intersection
types as
introduced
in [2,3.1]. Then, because for all e E 9, e c T,, for all d E St,,, we must
have d c w( T,) by surjectivity of w; thus w( T,) = TV,,. Since TV, = TVa.cu we have
that TV,, is conpact. We show that T, is not compact which then, by Lemma 4.12(ii),
establishes the result. So suppose that T, is compact; then T, = ?a, for some (TVE T,,,
by [3, l.S(iv)]. But then, for all 7~ T,, v,) S’ 7, where G’ is introduced
in [2,3.3].
Thus certainly, for all n E N, (T” G’ & where +n E T, are basic variables. By induction
on the definition
7

of 6’ one can prove that for all basic types & one has

s’ f& or 7 s’&

or r=&Ap”or

A CL * 7 = & or 7 = EL’A $n
T=~‘A+,A~“.

But then, for all n EN for all r E T,,, 7 c’c$,, + qb,, occurs in 7. Hence, not for all
n EN, uo<‘#l,, since r0 is a type consisting of a finite number of symbols, which
yields the contradiction.
0

5. Type assignment

and VA-filters

Definition

defined

5.1. The type assignment induced
by adding to the rules of Definition
M:cr

(AT)

by the V A -type structure
3.l(ii) the following.

(TV,, GO> is

M:T

M:iTlll-

The properties of type assignment
mentioned
in Lemmas
translated to the present context. Proofs are omitted.

3.2 and 3.3 are easily
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5.2. (i) B\xu{x:a,,
. . . , o;,)t- X:T =CST aocr, A - * * ncn.
{ii) B t- M:a 9 B[L~:= T] i- M:a{a := 71.
(iii) Bt- MN:r =3 3~7~ TV,,. BI- M:(T+T & Bk- N:o-.
(iv) IfforalEcr,rc
TV,. [B\xu{x:a}tM:T+
B\xu(x:cr}t-N:T],

Lemma

p E TVA. [B i--h.x.M:p =+ 3 t hx.N:p],
(v) 9 : B I- hx:M:< & 4 St0 w =$< is of the form i\f (qj + q),

thenforall
with the hidden

variables in I\? (aj + TV) not occurring in the relevant part of B w.r.t. 9.
Lemma5.3. (i)Ij9:
B\x~(x:y~}~-M:u~f#ralli~
randI\T(~i-$vi)~*I\~(ai37j)
with all ~ffri~ble~ gladden in AT (pj + vi) not free in the relevunf part of B/x w.r. t. 9,
then B\xu{x:~-j)t(ii) B\xu{x:a}

~:?~~wr~~ij~~
k- M:r @ B\x t- hx.M:a-,
T.
(iii) B I- hx.Mx:t rj B i- M:& ifxg FV(M),
(iv) Bt-Ax.M:l=+
Bt-Ay.M[x:=y]:&
ifv&FV(M).

Proposition

5.4 (EQp). Suppose M =@ N; then B I- M:Tc+ B t- N:T.

It is sufficient to
(+f Obvious. (+)
in S:Bt-P[x:=Q]:z
(f,F*A’* -AC~,,)-+T. Also
Proof.

By interpreting
following result.
Proposition

prove B t- (hx.P)Q:rCJB
I-- P[x:- Q]:r.
Collect all the statements Q:cF,, . . . , Q:o;, occurring
Then B\xu{x:a
,,,.., x:a;,)tP:r
and thus Bt-hx.P:
Bi-Q:rr,n..
- A cr,, and so B t (hx.P)Q:r.
Cl

h-terms in {S?$,,, F, G) we obtain, as in Proposition

5.5. In (pvn,

iIMll,=(a~

3.5, the

F, G) one has

X,&&3c,It-

M:al.

Our filter definition with the clause cr E d+Vcu.o t: d, does not faithfuIly reflect
the properties of the (VI)-rule; hence no one of the filter models can be used to
prove the ~ompieteness of the type assignment, which, on the contrary, is easily
proved (see [12]) using a, by now standard, term model technique 191 and [5].

Note added in proof

Very recently, Cordon Plotkin pointed out to us that the assignment to a term of
the set of Vn-types derivable for that term does not yield a h-model. Hence there
are no two different interpretations as claimed in the Introduction.
The statement after Proposition 2.12 can be sharpened: the complete lattice FV
is a model of the afhne (or direct) &-calculus in which variables may occur at most
once in terms. In some sense it is dual to the ~~-calculus where variables occur at
least once.
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